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Now you can transform a gluten-free diet from one of restricted choices to a gourmet adventure!
French chef Valerie Cupillard shows you how to prepare a dazzling array of golden quick breads
and brioches, festive cakes, delectible cookies, crepes, custards, and breakfast pastries that will
delight everyone.You'll discover how to use naturally gluten-free ingredients such as rice flour,
chestnut flakes, quinoa, tapioca, nuts and other foods to add richness, flavor and texture to all
your baked goods.Beautiful full color photos throughout the book will inspire and invite you
tocreate these imaginative and delicious recipes.

This beautifully illustrated cookbook shows how rice, buckwehat, tapioca, amaranth, chestnuts,
hazelnuts, coconut and many other foods can add richness, flavor, and texture to gluten-free
goods. Recipes include an array of French delicacies that include breads, cakes, tarts,
puddings, crepes, and more. Full color photos on almost every page. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorValerie Cupillard is an award-winning cookbook author in
France and has a number of titles that blend delicious flavors with good nutrition. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Sarah Chana Radcliffe, “Easy, Different & Delicious. Everything I've tried in this book has turned
out well. I especially like that the recipes are for the most part very simple and fast to prepare. I
can whip up a delicious breakfast or snack food in minutes - something that is not always easy to
do on a gluten-free diet. The food is not only yummy but it is also nutritious. Moreover, there are
lots of completely original ideas here - not just the old standard fare with gluten-free alternative
ingredients. These are new ideas that waken up the palate! The recipes are easily modified too -
I've replaced sugar with agave in most of them and they turn out just great (3/4 cup of agave
replaces 1 cup of sugar). I've already recommended this book to my gluten-free friends and
purchased my own copy after reading the library edition. I am very grateful to have found this
book and I'm pretty sure you'll feel that way too!Sarah Chana Radcliffe, author, "Raise Your Kids
Without Raising Your Voice"”

Sam's folks, “Excellent selection of European-style gluten free recipes. This book used to be
called Gluten Free French Desserts and Baked Goods - the desserts are very much in the
French tradition (for instance there are six variations on clafoutis). If you're on a gluten-free diet
or bake for someone who is, and you enjoy making something different, I highly recommend this
book.  I've tried a number of the recipes and they've all been delicious.”

HLA, “Fantastic!. I just got this book in and it is fantastic. All of it sounds tempting and delicious!
I have finished reading it cover to cover and passed it along to my Mother, who also suffers from
Celiac, and she also likes this book. Lots of new and different ideas from the ordinary GF
cookbook.”

4Ours, “my daughter's special diet .... How wonderful that this book is helping to open our minds
to a better way of taking care of our health in a fun way.I have learned so much about alternative
(and much healthier!) products by reading and preparing recipes from this book.My 12 year old
daughter thinks it's great that she can have a special diet and still prepare and enjoy fancy
French treats and even share them with others.KUDOS!!!”

ActionDan, “The best GF baking book we've found so far. All of the recipes tried so far have
worked really well, and been very tasty. Uses fairly low GI ingredients such as ground nuts,
which is ideal for us, although chestnut flour can be tricky to obtain.My only gripe is that when
the book was translated into (American) English from the French, they didn't retain the metric
measures. I was half tempted to order the French version from Amazon.Fr just to get the metric
measures.”

enri, “lo adoro. le ricette di questo libro sono fantastiche, soprattutto per chi adora cambiare
spesso colazione ci sono molti ottimi spunti, io lo utilizzo tanto, unico errore da parte mia è stato



prenderlo in inglese anzichè francese, sarebe risultato più comodo perchè le ricette sarebbero
state in grammi”

The book by Valerie Cupillard has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 8 people have provided feedback.
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